
 

HHA Board Meeting Minutes 
1/11/05 
6:30 PM 
Hanover Fire Department 
 
Present:  Brian Drew, Amy Peters, Kathy Yukica, Chris Healy, Alix Manny, Ross Jones, Diane 
Shenberger, Margaret Funnell, Carmen Sanderson, Chris Keating, Mike Wagner, Steve Bensen, 
Brian Gardner, Jay Wolter, Jay Marshall, Ken Woods 
 

1. Minutes (Margaret Funnell):  vote on minutes from December.  The minutes were 
unanimously approved. 

 
2. Budget update (Mike Wagner):  see handout.  HHA is projected to come close to 

breaking even for the season.  This is an improvement over the $6000 deficit that was 
projected.  This will leave an accumulated surplus of about $62,000.  Much of this is 
invested, so if the board wants to use the surplus for special projects (e.g. boards for 
cross-ice programs), Mike needs to know ahead of time so that the funds can be 
available.  Mike will have a preliminary budget for next season at the next board meeting. 

 
3. Nominating committee (Alix Manny):  the committee is having trouble filling some key 

positions (e.g. scheduler, web master) so does not yet have a slate to present to the board.  
Board members who are stepping down:  Brian Drew, Brian Gardner, Dave Ivey, Deb 
Mayers, Margaret Funnell, Ken Woods.  Alix will step down as president but will stay on 
the board.  Ross will stay on as “ice master” (buying ice and scheduling practices) but we 
still need two other people to do game scheduling.  In addition, it has been suggested that 
two people coordinate the in-house programs.  The split would be either VM/LTP or 
coaching/administrative.  Alix asked for suggestions for potential new board members, 
especially to fill key positions.  The committee’s plan is to bring slate of new members to 
the April meeting, approve new members at the May meeting, and make the transition 
between the May and June meetings. 

 
4. LTP/Valley Mite program (Chris Healy):  Chris had a meeting with all the Valley Mite 

coaches to discuss the rest of the season.  They agreed that they will stick with cross-ice 
games rather than switch to full ice at this point.  One coach disagrees with the policy but 
is willing to go along with the majority.  The travel games that are offered for VM’s have 
been a good option for those interested in full ice hockey.  Not many of the in-house 
Hanover coaches went to the coaching clinics this year.  All coaches will be encouraged 
to attend clinics next year so that they are certified to coach at the next level.  Jay Wolter 
offered to speak to the coaches about the transition to travel hockey and the coaching 



requirements for travel teams.  Chris felt that the in-house coaches are not ready to hear 
this yet, but suggested that HHA try to get an initiation coaching clinic held locally.  The 
difficulty is in getting advanced level instructors and setting up the clinic.  The state 
coaching rep generally sets up the clinics and provides the instructors.  Jay will look into 
this for next season.  Alix suggested that rather than Jay holding a meeting about 
coaching requirements that he send out an email to all LTP/VM coaches.  Chris will get 
the list of coaches and their email addresses to Jay.  The Hanover Recreation Department 
has a big dinner to thank coaches at the end of each season.  It was suggested that HHA 
do something like this for coaches (head and assistant coaches) and parent coordinators 
(including house and girls programs).  The event would include HHA board members.  
Kathy and Diane will look into reserving the rec center during the second week of March. 

 
There was a discussion about getting removable boards that could be used to divide the 
ice for cross-ice games.  Diane suggested that adding barriers might slow down the game 
at the Mite level and intimidate them.  Alix noted that USA hockey has reported that 
Mites touch the puck more and get more skill advancement in cross-ice games.  Hockey 
is the only sport in which small kids use the same size playing surface as adults.  The 
smaller playing surface can encourage development of skills at every age group, 
including college hockey.  Steve said that he saw the foam boards used up at Burlington, 
and they set up and took down the boards very quickly.  They used them length-wise 
rather than down the middle.  The boards allow for better separation of groups and would 
facilitate split-ice practices.  The foam barriers can also be stacked up against the boards 
to teach checking.  Chris will follow up with Shawn about options for cross-ice boards.  
The plan is for them to bring a recommendation to the board, along with the cost, for the 
next board meeting.  The boards could also be used for the 3 on 3 league.  The question is 
whether the smaller foam pads could be used for the bigger players in that league.  
Another issue is whether GLYHA would want to use the boards also.  If so, they should 
split the cost.  Chris will discuss this with GLYHA.  Also, we will need to talk to Dick 
Dodds at Campion to talk about storage of the boards. 

 
5. Registrar (Alix Manny):  see handout.  Alix tried to make the form simpler.  At this point, 

the fees are the same as this year’s fees.  One issue that has confused people in the past is 
the difference between the squirt independent vs. the squirt GSL teams.  It was suggested 
that the form not differentiate between these two options.  The option would still be 
offered, just not listed on the form.  Chris was worried that some parents might not sign 
up if the independent option is not listed.  The issue remains unresolved.  It was 
suggested that the form note the option of not trying out.  Alix disagreed, noting that the 
tryout selection committee will recommend that all players attend tryouts (at least for one 
session), regardless of ability.  It is difficult for the selectors to make decisions about 
team placement of “bubble” players when they have not seen the lowest level skaters at 
the age group.  All girls in the organization will receive an additional letter about the girls 
program as well as a registration form that includes only the girls’ option.  Alix’s goal is 
to send the forms out the 1st or 2nd week of February and have them due on March 1.  
Board members will then follow up with those who have not pre-registered.  Current 
HHA families who register in the month of March will be accepted rather than put on the 
waiting list.  Carmen asked how families find out about pre-registration if they are not 
currently in HHA.  HHA could consider advertising (e.g. the Hanover rec bulletin).  Chris 
Keating volunteered to come to the next board meeting with four suggestions about ways 
to get out the word about HHA.  Chris Healy raised the issue of the in-house program 



fees.  Lebanon and Hartford charge much less than HHA for these programs and this has 
resulted in some players registering for other organizations.  The possibility of reducing 
those prices was discussed.  HHA could make up the deficit with increases in fees at 
other levels.  Amy Peters will look in the prices for in-house programs in Lebanon and 
Hartford.  The board will discuss this again next month.  Another issue is the clinics.  The 
question is whether this should be included in the fees up front.  One option is that extra 
ice available early in the season could be used for clinics rather than giving additional 
practices to teams.  Later in the season, extra ice is not available so the clinics would only 
take place early in the season. 

 
6. Girls program:  see handouts.  The program has grown considerably but there are some 

challenges.  For example, there is a large age range on both of the teams ,and both teams 
have a large number of players.  For these reasons, the stronger girls still opt to play on 
the co-ed teams or move to other organizations.  Jay W. was concerned about the tone of 
the letter.  He felt that it was discouraging girls from playing on co-ed teams.  Instead, it 
should be presented as an additional option rather than something the board is 
encouraging.  An additional issue raised is that the age range on the teams is too large (6 
years).  The board would not recommend this large age range for boys so should not 
recommend this for girls either.  The large range in age reduces the overall skill level of 
the team and therefore some of the better girl players are reluctant to play on the girls 
team.  It was suggested that Chris Keating could highlight that HHA offers co-ed and 
girls options in his advertising suggestions.  Chris Healy wants to send out a list of girls 
in HHA, but some board members did not agree with sending out the names of girls 
instead preferring a tally by birth year.  Chris asked that board members send him 
comments on the letter by the end of the week.  Because we do not know what level girls 
teams are being offered, the registration form will be modified to delete the girls age 
groups (U10, U14, etc.). 

 
7. Parent Coordinator Update (Amy Peters):  everything is going well.  At the last board 

meeting, the board agreed to change the policy on tournament fees.  The policy on fees is 
discussed in the parent coordinator handbook but not in the coaching or parent 
handbooks.  Kathy and Jay Wolter will add this information to the parent and coaching 
handbooks.   

 
8. Coaching Coordinator Update (Jay Wolter):  no report.  There have been no formal 

complaints.  General complaints are being handled at the team level.  Jay will remind 
current coaches about the need to keep certification current. 

 
9. NHAHA State Meeting Update (Brian Gardner):  Dick Bressette did not attend the 

referee meeting.  The head ref in chief was unhappy about the reffing in general.  There is 
a new rule this year about referees at state tournaments:  the ref in chief must attend state 
tournaments although does not have to be on the ice.  He also needs to submit a list of 
refs who will be officiating at the state tournaments.  There is an issue with the refs in 
chief taking all the good games.  No ref should ref more than two games per day.  Zero 
tolerance was discussed because there were 6 midget fights over the weekend.  Teams 
hosting state tournaments need to send tournament schedules to Jim Nolan so that they 
can be posted on the web.  Results of tournament games also need to be sent to him 
during the tournament so they can be posted on the web.  Squirt tier 2 tourney is still 
available if anyone is interested in hosting that state tournament.  The PeeWee VP has 



had a change in address.  PW game sheets need to be sent to this new address.  Brian did 
not get the address so Amy Peters will follow up to be sure that all PW parent 
coordinators have the new address.  Correction:  Squirt penalties are 1 minute, not 1:30 as 
announced at the last state meeting.  The first set of girls minutes will be coming out next 
week.  Alix asked Jay Marshall to talk with Dick about the Bantam 5 state tournament to 
get the list of refs for the tournament games.  That way, he can be sure that Dick sends 
the slate to the state before the tournament. 

 
10. Girls state meeting (Carmen Sanderson):  Bill Corbo would not give the HHA girls’ 

coaches a waiver so the U14 team cannot participate in the GSL state tournament.  Jay 
Marshall said that he is on the roster and he is certified so that should allow the U14 team 
to participate.  Alix will check with Deb to make sure that Jay is listed on the roster.  
There was a discussion at the state meeting about creating a third tier (of beginner teams) 
to encourage towns to start up girls programs. 

 
11. Other business 

 
a. Mouthguards (Diane Shenberger):  mouthguards are not required until PeeWee 

age according to USA hockey (but all girls on girls’ teams are required to wear 
mouthguards).  The American Academy of Pediatrics also strongly recommends 
the use of mouthguards.  This is a safety issue because of concussions.  Her 
husband is a pediatrician and feels that HHA has a liability issue because we do 
not require them.  He recommends that HHA have a policy requiring 
mouthguards.  Alix suggests adding the USA hockey language on mouthguards 
into the parent handbook. 

b. Dave Reece clinics for next year (Ross Jones):  Dave Reece is a goalie who has 
played college and minor league hockey, as well as NHL hockey with the Boston 
Bruins.  He has held several skating clinics, some as part of HHA clinic series and 
some as part of team practices.  He has also done clinics for other groups.  All 
feedback is that he is very good.  His focus is on skating skills specifically.  He is 
interested in making a formal arrangement with HHA as part of his business.  He 
would like to be HHA’s skating instructor.  Does HHA want this?  What would 
we pay him?  How many sessions would he do?  Currently, we pay him $48/hour 
(same as Gary Hunter and Jennifer Lupia) and he wants $100/hour.  If we enter 
into a formal agreement with him, Ross estimates that he would do 5 hours/week 
of skating instruction, with sessions for individual teams rather than for a full age 
group.  His focus would be on both skating drills and goalie development.  This 
would result in every player in HHA getting an hour of skating instruction every 
other week.  This would vary as ice time availability varies during the season.  
Ross estimates that this would cost $9000 for the season, which would mean 
raising the registration fee $50/year per player.  It was suggested that these clinics 
would be more feasible early in the season and could be phased out in January 
and February.  Jay Wolter thought that the idea would be well received by the 
coaches but wondered if the plan is too aggressive.  The board discussed 
implementing it as a pilot program and paying for it out of the current surplus.  If 
it goes well, then fees can be raised in the future to cover the cost of the program.  
It was agreed that all teams would have equal time from Dave Reece.  Teams that 
want more time would have the option of paying for additional clinic time.  Jay 



will discuss the idea with the coaches and the board will discuss it at the next 
meeting 

c. Hanover High School JV:  Brian Drew reported that there is a discussion of 
starting a Hanover High School JV hockey team.  If the JV program were offered, 
HHA would not offer Midgets.  This would also impact our Bantam program as 
some of these players might opt to play on the high school JV.  However, the 
issue for HHS is money as the program would require funding. 

d. Thanksgiving tournament:  Mike Wagner reports that HHA will receive over 
$2000 for sponsorship for the tournament program. 

 
The meeting adjourned at 8:50 pm. 
 
Next meeting:  February 8, 2005 


